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Top design

The Altena 54′ NG (Next Generation) is an elegant yacht with a cool appearance. The
hull and superstructure are made of steel. The beautiful lines provide a modern look.
The underwater hull is multi-chined, this equals the round bilge.

The yacht is built to Altena Yachting’s standard yardsticks. Only high-quality products
and materials are used, which guarantees high quality. Partly due to the more than 50
years of experience of Altena Yachting, this yacht has become a beauty.

The Altena 54′ NG is available from stock.

Reliable technology

The yacht is equipped with 2 engines and a bow and stern thruster, making maneuvering
easy. 2 spud poles are placed, making it easy to moor the yacht, even if you are alone.

Stabilizers have been placed amidships, which increases comfort in rough water.

A generator placed in the engine room provides a large power supply. The central
heating provides a pleasant warmth throughout the interior. Windows in the salon are
made of double glazing with black frames. The aft deck has an overhang, an electrically
operated sunroof has been placed in this overhang. An electrically opening sliding
window has been placed above the steering position.

Altena Yachting has an extensive building specification for the Altena 54′ NG. We can send it to you without any obligation.

 

Spacious interior

The main deck is equipped with several functions, such as the saloon with a kitchen on both sides, a spacious sitting area and a
spacious steering position with a panoramic window. Connecting to this is the covered outside deck, equipped with a spacious
sofa. The saloon is accessible through a spacious, opening rear door, the wheelhouse can be entered from 2 sides through 2
sliding doors. The lower deck can be reached via the stairs in the saloon. This staircase leads to the hall, from where one can go
to the guest cabin and owner’s cabin. Both rooms have a spacious sanitary facility with toilet and shower room. The spacious
engine room is equipped with a a large hinged hatch accessible from the aft deck. The gangways around the superstructure are
spacious and easy to walk on. The bathing platform is accessible via 2 different steps. The bulwark is equipped with several
doors.

Specification

Designer Trimm Designe

Length over all 16,86m

Hull length 16,86m

Hull beam 4,76m

Draft 1,15m

Weight 40.000kg

Displacement 40ton

Fresh water tank 2.000l

Waste water tank 1.000l
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Fuel tank capacity 3.500l

Max engine power 2hp

CE-certification B

Berths 6

Maximum speed 11kt

Cruising speed 8kt

Motor range 2.625miles

Material Steel

Length 15-18
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